A Different Pace
We always say we jam a summer of fun into our 6-day Camp sessions, and we jam even more fun into our new 18-Day S'moregasbord (and still have a little bit more time to breathe)!
There will be some more down-time between activities, some more SLEEP time, and some more time just to enjoy living the Camp lifestyle in our 108 acres of Stokes Forest.

"Big" Classes
In addition to Camp classes and programs as usual, campers will enroll in one "big" class for the duration of their stay. This allows them to really dive into one of their favorite elements of 4-H Camp for 20 whole hours of class time!

More Time for Community
Our longer session allows even more opportunities for bonding between cabin mates and leisurely lakeside conversations with new friends. We always say "there's no strangers at 4-H Camp", and the whole community gets to know each other better than ever during our new "big" session.

Laundry
Campers will still pack a little over a week's worth of clothes to outfit them all the way until LAUNDRY DAY! Half-way through the stay we'll ship off our campers laundry to come back nice and clean for the second half of their stay. (But don't worry - come Pick-Up time, the dirty clothes will almost certainly still smell "like camp."

Contact Home
Though 4-H Camp will still be entirely tech-free, we arrange a mid-session call home so folks have the chance to say a quick "hello". And yes - those calls WILL be utilizing the famous 4-H Camp phone booth.

Extended Introductory Price During Polar Bear Registration (Before 12.31.21): $2400
Standard Big Session Rate: $2700

Cooperating Agencies: Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and Boards of County Commissioners. Rutgers Cooperative Extension, a unit of the Rutgers New Jersey Agricultural Experiment Station, is an equal opportunity program provider and employer.